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In A Parallel Universe – Vote For John Kerry!

InstaPundit peeks into a parallel universe and finds a John Kerry
whom we would probably support for the Presidency. Whether that
universe is really as close to ours as Glenn Reynolds thinks, is
doubtful, unfortunately. The trouble is not only that Kerry doesn't
get it, it's that the Democratic Party, and much of its
constituency, have gone on a long long journey into fantasy land.
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Still not good enough

But even if all this was true, Kerry would still be the wrong man.
Nothing in the parallel universe mentioned morality. Bush *does*...

A plan to deal with Iraq and Al Qaeda is all well and good, but what
if something doesn't go according to it? We need someone who
understands how to decide what to do

~curi
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Gol durn Kerry just doesn't know what to do; BCCI

http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/
read the Follow the Money story by Sirota.
Kerry and BCCI.
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Kerry doesn't understand morality?

> We need someone who understands how to decide what to do

lol. Let's see, here'a guy fresh out of college and his country is at
war. So what does he do? He volunteers for the Navy, volunteers to
go to Vietnam, and volunteers for Swift Boat duty. And he does this
despite misgivings. He earns a Silver Star, a Bronze Star with
Combat V, and three Purple Hearts. He saves a man's life. And
then, later, after seeing how crazy and fucked-up the war had

become, he speaks out about it. Seems like someone's got a moral
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compass.
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errr

Why didn't he analyse if the war was Right before joining? How
does earning medals mean he understands right and wrong? Are
olympic athletes good at morality too?

-- Elliot Temple
http://www.curi.us/
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Kerry's moral compass

...pointed due East then, and it still does.
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